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Superplastic compressive flow in MgB2
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Abstract

Macroplasticity in the brittle, superconducting ceramic MgB2 would allow for the mechanical drawing of thin, dense superconducting
wires, as done for metallic superconductors. Here, we report very large uniaxial compressive deformation (engineering strain of 67% or
true strain of �1.1) without fracture at 1000 �C for specimens densified from commercially available MgB2 powders with MgO and MgB4

second phases. Plastic flow occurs under a diffusion-controlled mechanism with activation energies of 255–447 kJ mol�1 and stress expo-
nents of 1.4–2.0, indicative of superplastic behavior.
� 2009 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Since the discovery that MgB2 is superconductive with a
high critical temperature (Tc = 39 K) [1] without weak-link
behavior at grain boundaries [2], rapid progress has been
achieved in the fabrication of continuous MgB2 wires by
the powder-in-tube (PIT) method [3–8]. The in situ PIT
process involves combining Mg and B powders within a
metal tube, deforming the filled tube at low temperature
into a wire, and reacting the powders at elevated tempera-
ture to form MgB2. The ex situ PIT process draws a metal
tube containing pre-reacted MgB2 powders into a wire. In
both cases, significant MgB2 core porosity exists [6,7,9],
because of incomplete powder densification and differences
of molar volumes between reactants and product. The crit-
ical superconducting current density of the wire is greatly
reduced by the porosity, while the flux pinning is also
reduced at higher fields because of lack of grain connectiv-
ity [9–12]. While MgB2 is a brittle ceramic at ambient tem-
perature, macroplasticity at elevated temperature would
allow for the mechanical drawing of thin, dense supercon-
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ducting wires, as done for ductile metallic superconductors
with lower Tc [13].

As for other hard, brittle ceramic powders, MgB2

powders can be densified into dense bodies under
near-hydrostatic conditions at elevated temperature by a
combination of surface and volume diffusion, and micro-
plasticity. MgB2 powders have been densified by hot isostatic
pressing (HIP) at 950–1000 �C with pressures of
100–200 MPa for 3–4 h [14–16], by uniaxial die hot press-
ing at 700 �C and 640 MPa for 10–90 min [17], by die
upsetting at 800–900 �C under a maximum stress of
450 MPa [18], and by cubic anvil pressing at 800–1000 �C
under �3 GPa [19,20]. These batch processes are, however,
not amenable to continuous wire production. The continu-
ous hot drawing or extrusion of pore-free MgB2 wires, with
or without a metallic sheath, would be highly desirable.
However, wire drawing requires macroplasticity in MgB2,
which is much more difficult to attain than microplasticity
under hydrostatic conditions (i.e. the HIP or die-pressing
powder densification reviewed above) because fracture
often occurs before the activation of the plastic deforma-
tion mechanism operating at high temperature, e.g. creep
mediated by dislocations or vacancies. Borides, in particu-
lar AlB2-type borides such as MgB2, are difficult to sinter
and deform due to their strong covalent bonding and high
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Peierls stress [21]: only modest levels of compressive macro-
plasticity have been reported at elevated temperatures for
TiB2 [22] and ZrB2 [23,24].

Other brittle superconducting materials have been found
to exhibit plasticity. For instance, the A15 structured inter-
metallic superconductors Nb3Sn [25,26] and V3Ga [27]
undergo a transition from brittle to ductile at temperatures
above 1400 and 1000 �C, respectively. In these compounds,
a reduction in grain size reduces the brittle to ductile tran-
sition temperature but increases the flow stress required for
deformation due to Hall–Petch strengthening [25]. In con-
trast, many copper oxide superconductors achieve high
degrees of plastic deformation at high temperature as
reviewed in Ref. [28]; these oxides include YBa2Cu3O7�x

[29–33] Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox [34] and TlBa2Ca2Cu3Ox [35], with
grain refinement (<1 lm) enhancing the deformation to
superplastic levels in YBa2Cu3O7�x [30–33]. To our knowl-
edge, the high-temperature mechanical properties of MgB2

have never been studied, probably because near-brittle
behavior is expected as for other diborides, and because
decomposition by Mg evaporation is difficult to prevent.
Macroplasticity in MgB2 would allow for continuous
drawing of dense wire and other complex shapes without
using an expensive batch processes such as HIP, and would
also permit winding of sheathed wires into magnet coils
without fracturing their MgB2 core.

In this work, the high-temperature mechanical proper-
ties of MgB2 are measured in uniaxial compression and
tension at constant strain rates. Unexpectedly, the flow
stresses for plastic deformation of MgB2 are modest at tem-
peratures (900–1000 �C) that are sufficiently low for easy
processing, and a very high compressive true strain
(>�1.0) can be achieved without fracture. These properties
– which are very unusual for a covalent ceramic such as
MgB2 – may enable improved and simplified processes
for fabricating continuous wires and devices from super-
conducting MgB2.

2. Materials and methods

Two batches of commercial MgB2 powder (99% purity,
both purchased in 2001 from Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, PA,
with particle size below 44 lm) were packed into carbon-
steel tubes (9.5 mm OD, 6.2 mm ID) and welded shut
under vacuum. Batch A was HIP densified (Ultraclad
Corp., Andover, MA) by first heating to 780 �C under
150 MPa gas pressure for 1.5 h and to 1065 �C under
150 MPa for 4 h, followed by furnace cooling. Batch B
was HIP densified under 100 MPa for 4 h at 1065 �C, fol-
lowed by furnace cooling. Cylindrical or rectangular spec-
imens, �3 mm in diameter/width and �6 mm in height,
were machined from the center of the densified billets A
and B (avoiding the limited reaction layer near the steel
tube wall) using a combination of electrodischarge machin-
ing and mechanical grinding. The compressive specimens
were placed within a 19 mm ID tungsten carbide sleeve
with tight-fitting tungsten carbide top and bottom pistons.
A small quantity of Mg powder (99%, Fisher Scientific,
200–400 lm) was placed within the sleeve around the spec-
imen, where it melted and provided an Mg atmosphere
during high-temperature experiments, thus preventing
MgB2 decomposition to MgB4 and MgB7. A compressive
force was applied by an universal testing machine to the
pistons of the assembly under static Ar atmosphere, with
displacement rates ranging from 0.05 to 5 lm s�1, corre-
sponding to initial strain rates of 9 � 10�6 and
9 � 10�4 s�1. Typically, three increasing rates were applied
consecutively on a single specimen at each temperature.
Also, two specimens were deformed at single average strain
rates of 95 � 10�5 and 4 � 10�5 s�1 at 1000 �C up to com-
pressive engineering strains of 41 and 67% (true strains of
�0.57 and �1.1), respectively.

Tensile specimens were created from billet B, which was
cut into 40 mm long cylindrical segments whose ends were
machined into threads within the steel tube. These were
then masked with tape while the center of the steel tube
was dissolved by applying a 5 V potential in a saturated
aqueous NaCl/20% CH3COOH solution. The exposed
MgB2 central section was then mechanically ground to a
3 mm diameter and 12 mm gauge length. Two such tensile
specimens were tested at strain rates of 1 and 2 � 10�5 s�1

at 1000 �C, with a baffle system to maintain Mg vapor near
the sample and a static Ar atmosphere in the chamber.

Metallographic specimens were mechanically ground and
polished to be imaged with a Hitachi S4800 scanning electron
microscope. As-received powders, as-HIP-densified
specimens and specimens deformed at 1000 �C were ana-
lyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku D/MAX-
IA diffractometer (k = 0.154 nm) with 0.02� angular steps
and 3 s dwell time, followed by Rietvelt refinement analysis
to determine volume fraction of the phases present (MgB2,
MgB4, MgO) as well as MgB2 grain size.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructure

All specimens exhibit a dense microstructure, with a few
small pores as observed through optical microscopy, and a
bulk density of 2.60–2.66 g cm�3 determined from speci-
men dimensions. Their density is very near the theoretical
density of 2.62 g cm�3 for MgB2 [36] and likely varied from
the theoretical value due to the presence of MgB4

(q = 2.48 g cm�3) and MgO (q = 3.58 g cm�3) phases typi-
cal for these commercial powders [10,37]. These phases
were identified by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
imaging and XRD, as shown in Fig. 1. The MgB2 matrix
contains 1–10 lm wide MgB4 regions and 10–500 nm
MgO particles. Rietveld refinement analysis of XRD pat-
terns from as-received powders determined initial MgB2

grain sizes of 62 ± 9 nm for powder A and 85 ± 8 nm for
powder B, in general agreement with a value of 19 nm
reported for the crystallite size of commercial MgB2 pow-
ders consisting of 60 lm agglomerates of submicron



Fig. 1. XRD pattern for as-densified specimen A, identifying MgB2 as the
main phase and MgB4 and MgO as minor phases. These phases are also
visible with backscattered scanning electron microscopy (inset).

Fig. 3. Compressive stress–strain curves for a specimen of sample B
deformed in four stages to 67% compression (true strain �1.1) at a strain
rate of 4 � 10�5 s�1. Photographs of the specimen at the end of each stage
are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Compressive stress–strain curves for specimens of sample A tested
at 900, 950 and 1000 �C at constant strain rates varying between 0.9 and
95 � 10�5 s�1. Inset shows a tensile stress–strain curve of a specimen of
sample B.
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particles [10]. Rietveld analysis also provided an MgO vol-
ume fraction of �3% for both batches, and MgB4 volume
fractions of �5% for powder A and �12% for powder B.
The MgB4 content, rather than grain size or HIP proce-
dure, thus distinguishes the two types of powders.

3.2. Compressive superplastic deformation

Large-scale, superplastic-like deformation was demon-
strated at 1000 �C at a constant strain rate of
4 � 10�5 s�1 in a specimen of sample B deformed to a com-
pressive engineering strain of 67% (all strain values are uni-
axial in the following), corresponding to a true strain of
�1.1. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the experiment was inter-
rupted four times to image the specimen (individual
stress–strain curves are reported in Fig. 3), which showed
near-uniform plastic compression without fracture or
cracking. Another constant-rate experiment, with the
stress–strain curve shown in Fig. 4, was carried out on a
specimen of sample A at a much higher strain rate of
9.5 � 10�4 s�1 (5.7% min�1), and terminated without fail-
ure after an engineering compressive strain of 41% (true
strain of �0.57) had been accumulated. To our knowledge,
no borides, and very few covalent compounds, exhibit such
Fig. 2. Photographs of a specimen of sample B deformed to an
engineering compressive strain of 67% (true strain of �1.1) in four stages
at 1000 �C without any cracking. Initial and final MgB2 specimen heights
are 6.0 and 2.0 mm. Initial strain rate for each stage was maintained at
4 � 10�5 s�1.
a high degree of macroplasticity, especially when densified
from commercial powders without chemical modifications
or thermomechanical treatment to control grain size. Most
ceramics show compressive ductility of a few percents at
elevated temperature (T/Tm > 0.7, where Tm is the melting
point), but very few exhibit the large-scale ductility (>20%)
typical of metals and necessary for wire drawing. In rare
cases, ceramics can exhibit superplasticity (tensile elonga-
tion in excess of �100% [38]) at high temperatures – e.g.
Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2 (800% [39]), Al2O3 (65% [40]),
hydroxyapatite (150% [41]), Si3N4 (230% [42]) and SiC
(140% [43]) – when engineered to have stable, submicrom-
eter grain sizes or when a high-temperature liquid phase is
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present at the grain boundaries. Similarly engineered mate-
rials such as Al2O3 [44], Si3N4 [45] and SiC [46] can also
exhibit superplasticity in compression (this term is reserved
for tensile deformation in metals but is often used for com-
pressive deformation of ceramics), but there is no literature
report, to our knowledge, of superplastic borides.

A series of uniaxial compressive creep tests were per-
formed on specimens of sample A without fracture between
900 and 1000 �C, with average flow stresses ranging from
27 to 454 MPa for strain rates between 9 � 10�6 and
9.5 � 10�4 s�1, as shown in Fig. 4. Specimens of sample
B exhibited similar compressive stress–strain curves
(Fig. 5), but at somewhat higher flow stresses of 65–
794 MPa for the same range of temperatures and strain
rates. A rise in creep flow stress can be explained by an
increase in grain size [38], but the 115 ± 15 nm grain size
for as-densified billet B was in fact smaller than the
204 ± 47 nm grain size for as-densified billet A. Grain sizes
remained substantially unchanged, within error, for both
specimens A (157 ± 28 nm after testing for 10 min at
1000 �C) and B (156 ± 27 nm after testing for 11 h at
1000 �C). Rather, the higher flow stresses for specimens
of sample B can be attributed to composite strengthening,
due to the larger volume fraction of MgB4 which is
assumed to be more creep-resistant than MgB2 and thus
acted as reinforcement. The MgO fractions of both as-
HIP specimen groups were �3% as with the as-received
powders; the MgO and MgB4 fractions increased to �7%
and �15%, respectively, for both specimens A and B, after
testing at high temperature.

3.3. Deformation mechanisms

By plotting the strain rate _e against the flow stress r in a
double-logarithm graph for the three test temperatures, as
shown in Fig. 6, the creep data for specimens A and B can
be fitted to the power-law creep equation:
Fig. 5. Compressive stress–strain curves for specimens of sample B tested at
900, 950 and 1000 �C at constant strain rates from 0.26 to 21 � 10�5 s�1 .
_e ¼ Arn exp
�Q
RT

� �
ð1Þ

where Q is the activation energy, R the gas constant, T the
temperature, A a constant and n the stress exponent. Best-
fit parameters for specimens A are n = 1.4 and
Q = 255 kJ mol�1. A stress exponent near unity is typical
of diffusional creep [38] and has been found for compres-
sive creep of ZrB2 (n = 0.6–1.7 at 1500–1600 �C) [24],
Si3N4 (n = 1–2 at 1450–1650 �C) [45] and SiC (n = 1.5–
1.7 at 1650–1700 �C) [46]. Stress exponents higher than
unity may be indicative of an additional creep mechanism
such as cavitation or a change in grain size [45], but an
exponent up to n = 2 is adequate (but not sufficient) for
large-scale superplastic deformation [38]. The creep activa-
tion energy measured here for specimen A (255 kJ mol�1) is
within the broad range of activation energies for interdiffu-
sion measured during the Mg + 2B = MgB2 synthesis with-
in a similar temperature range (140 kJ mol�1 for B powders
reacted at 670–900 �C [47] and 360 kJ mol�1 for B fibers re-
acted at 700–1000 �C [48]). This fact, together with the low
stress exponent near unity, suggest that diffusional creep is
the operating deformation mechanism for MgB2, as ob-
served for many ceramics with fine grains at a homologous
temperature T/Tm > 0.5. The melting point of MgB2 is not
known since the compound decomposes to MgB4 and
MgB7 at 900 �C under vacuum [49–51] and oxidizes in
air, but it can be assumed to be similar to that of CrB2

(Tm = 2473 K) or MnB2 (Tm = 2261 K) with similar free
energies of formation. As shown in Fig. 7, there is a linear
correlation between melting point and Gibbs free energy of
formation for nine isostructural AlB2-type diborides (data
from Ref. [50]). The best-fit line predicts a melting point
of 2307 K for MgB2, using its measured free energy of for-
Fig. 6. Double-logarithm plot of compressive strain rate vs. flow stress for
900, 950 and 1000 �C, with best-fit lines determined from Eq. (1) for
specimens A (data from Fig. 4 as filled symbols, best-fit lines are
continuous) and B (data from Fig. 5 as open symbols, best-fit lines are
dashed). The two tensile flow tests at 1000 �C are shown with open star
symbols. Error bars correspond to one standard deviation.
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mation of �89.5 kJ mol�1 [50]. With this melting point, the
1173–1273 K creep temperatures used here for MgB2 corre-
sponds to T/Tm � 0.51–0.55, which are at the lower range
for diffusional creep of fine-grained ceramics [38].

Specimens of sample B have higher flow stresses, stress
exponent (n = 2.0) and creep activation energy (Q = 447 kJ
mol�1) than specimens of sample A. These trends are con-
sistent with a composite strengthening effect [52,53] pro-
vided by the increased content of more creep-resistant
MgB4. It can thus be expected that lowering the MgB4 frac-
tion will produce lower flow stresses and higher ductilities
(due to a reduced stress exponent), while also increasing
the superconducting critical current density of MgB2. The
MgB4 phases are too coarse to contribute to stabilization
of the fine MgB2 grain size needed for diffusional creep,
but the finer MgO particles may well be needed for this
purpose. In fact, the lack of grain growth observed in both
specimens following densification and testing at 1000 �C
may be due to both the relatively low homologous temper-
ature range and the presence of the fine MgO particles. A
stable submicrometer grain size is crucial for the achieve-
ment of large-scale plastic deformation at high temperature
in most ceramics, and it is probably the case for MgB2 too,
but this point warrants further study. Stable fine grains
could alternatively be achieved with additions of SiC or
B4C particles, which also provide significant improvements
in superconducting properties by flux pinning [6–8].

3.4. Tensile creep deformation

Tensile deformation at a strain rate of 2 � 10�5 s�1 at
1000 �C resulted in yield stresses and flow stresses of �80
and �88 MPa for specimens of sample B, as shown in
Fig. 4. The 3% tensile strain measured from cross-head dis-
Fig. 7. Plot of melting point vs. Gibbs free energy of formation for nine
isostructural AlB2-type diborides (data from Ref. [50]). The best-fit line
predicts a melting point of 2307 K for MgB2, based on its free energy of
formation of �89.5 kJ mol�1 [50].
placement was confirmed through measurements of fiducial
marks on the specimen gauge length. Tensile deformation
performed at half this strain rate resulted in the same ductil-
ity of�3% with yield and flow stresses of�25 and�34 MPa,
the flow stress being lower by a factor of�2. The high strain-
rate sensitivity (low stress exponent near unity) observed in
compression is thus present in tension too, as expected. As
compared to compression, however, tensile tests show reduc-
tions in both flow stress (Fig. 4) and ductility. This may be
due to flaws or cracks that are pre-existing (e.g. produced
during machining) or created during deformation (e.g. due
to nondeforming MgB4 and MgO phases). It is likely that
tensile deformation of a single-phase MgB2 wire within a
metallic sheath will lead to higher tensile ductilities, due to
lack of damage from machining and the protection against
necking and surface cracking provided by the ductile sheath.
Deformation by hot drawing or hot extrusion of such wires,
which is also characterized by a more hydrostatic stress state,
is further expected to reduce the propensity for premature
tensile fracture.

3.5. Engineering implications

The engineering applications of macroplasticity in MgB2

at modestly high temperatures (900–1000 �C) include the
hot drawing or hot extrusion of PIT wires with dense
MgB2 cores without the use of a complex HIP process
and the hot winding of sheathed wires into magnet coils
without fracturing their MgB2 core. Also the increased core
density will improve the critical current density and critical
field of the wire as compared to the present wires with por-
ous cores. Furthermore, the metallic sheath thickness for
the PIT process could be reduced, since the plastic defor-
mation of MgB2 would not require stresses as high as those
needed for crushing hard B or MgB2 powders near room
temperature, as done with the present in situ and ex situ
methods. A thinner sheath would further increase the cur-
rent carrying density of the whole wire.

MgB2 is one of many isostructural AlB2-type borides, of
which TiB2 and ZrB2 currently have the most engineering
applications (e.g. as crucible materials and cutting tools)
due to their high hardness and melting point. The very high
compressive strains demonstrated here for MgB2 did not
require the use of low-melting grain boundary phases,
and may be present in TiB2, ZrB2 and other AlB2-type bor-
ides (a few of which are given in Fig. 7) at relatively low
homologous temperatures T/Tm. A few reports describing
modest compressive plasticity at T/Tm = 0.53–0.68 exist
for: (i) TiB2 with 2–20 lm grain size exhibiting compressive
plastic yielding due to dislocation glide at 1700–2000 �C
(T/Tm = 0.56–0.65) [22]; (ii) monocrystalline ZrB2 showing
4.5% compressive yielding at 2125 �C (T/Tm = 0.68) at
110 MPa [23]; and (iii) 13% porous polycrystalline ZrB2

developing 8.5% compressive creep strain at 1600 �C (T/
Tm = 0.53) at a strain rate of 2 � 10�7 s�1 and a stress of
220 MPa [24]. The present results for MgB2 imply that,
for TiB2, ZrB2 and other isostructural diborides, reducing
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grain size below 1 lm and stabilizing it during deformation
may lead to large-scale plasticity at T/Tm � 0.5.

4. Conclusions

The superconducting ceramic MgB2 can display super-
plastic compressive strains (true strain of �1.1) at tempera-
tures between 900 and 1000 �C, with grain sizes remaining
stable well below 1 lm. The compressive flow stress was mea-
sured as a function of deformation rate and temperature,
resulting in stress exponents near unity and activation ener-
gies near that for interdiffusion, both of which are indicative
of a diffusional accommodation mechanism for plastic flow.
The commercial MgB2 powders used here contained
�3 vol.% MgO and 5–12 vol.% MgB4, the presence of which
can explain the modest tensile ductility of 3%, which is
expected to improve for purer MgB2 specimens. These
results are relevant to the fabrication by hot drawing or
hot extrusion of dense MgB2 wires with metallic sheaths
resulting in improved superconducting current density as
compared to current wires with porous MgB2 core, as well
as to the possibility for superplastic deformation of other
technically important isostructural diborides such as TiB2

or ZrB2, allowing shaping and forming of complex objects.
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